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The 
environment 

covers our 
basic needs.

• First and foremost, humans have aways
and will always depend on the
environment for their survival. We use
land to produce food, we use water to
drink and clean, wood, metals and
other materials for a plethora of uses.
Thus, it is obvious that we need the
environment to keep humanity going.



• Now that we have established 
that the environment is 
important for material use, we 
shall touch on its importance  
as regards our well-being. It is 
true that nature has a positive 
effect on our emotions. That is 
especially true nowadays that 
we are living in large urban 
areas and as a result we need 
to reconnect with our natural 
habitat. Such a reconnection 
might help in many ways.



Reduction of stress.

• To begin with, a person
who spends more time in
the environment feels a
lot less stressed. Studies
have shown that
increased time spent in
green spaces is
associated with reduction
of anxiety and other
mental health issues.



Our 
emotional 

batteries get 
recharged

• We are so used to the fast pace of our lives in large cities that
our emotional “batteries” get drained immediately.
Reconnecting with the environment and slowing down for a
while is definitely helpful so that those batteries get recharged.



We find 
inspiration and 
feel motivated 

• Artists usually create their best 
pieces of work inspired by the 
environment. Monet, Van Gogh, 
Beethoven and so many more 
have created masterpieces 
inspired by nature and beautiful 
scenery. This shows that humans 
tend to feel more creative and 
find inspiration in the 
environment. This applies to 
most people regardless of their 
background and specialty.



In nature we 
belong

• Lastly it is very usual that people
“find” their truth in nature. Being
in nature helps many people to get
grounded and get to know
themselves better.



In what ways are 
green cities better?

• A green city is a city with many
parks, woodlands and generally
green areas. Although this type of
place is not very widespread, people
and governments are trying to
change that and transform concrete
jungle areas to much greener and
natural spaces. A transformation like
this would have many positive
outcomes.



Less pollution, less 
noise

Trees and plants absorb noise and as a
result make an area more quiet.
Moreover, plats absorb cabon dioxide and
other pollutants and produce oxygen,
making the air clean and breathable.



More spaces for 
people to walk 

and relax.
• Parks, beaches etc. are

important spaces where
people, families and kids
meet up, walk, play and
relax. Therefore, they
facilitate socialization and
bonding of the inhabitants
of a city/town, make the
place more livable and
everyday life more
pleasant.



In conclusion…
• In conclusion the environment plays a particularly 

important role in our lives and well being. We can 
benefit in various ways from it and even improve 
our standards if living.



The end


